It is our improved steam engine, that has fought the battles of Europe, and exalted and sustained, through the late tremendous contest, the political greatness of our land. It is the same great power which now enables us to pay the interest of our debt, and to maintain the arduous struggle in which we are still engaged, with the skill and capital of countries less oppressed with taxation. See what's new with book lending at the Internet Archive. The elements of political economy. Item Preview. > 0.25x 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.25x 1.5x 1.75x 2x. Page (9 of 436). Flip left. Flip right. Copyright-evidence. Evidence reported by alyson-wieczorek for item politicaleconomy00wayliala on November 5, 2007: visible notice of copyright; stated date is 1878. Copyright-evidence-date. 20071105154623. Principles of Political Economy (1848) by John Stuart Mill was one of the most important economics or political economy textbooks of the mid-nineteenth century. It was revised until its seventh edition in 1871, shortly before Mill's death in 1873, and republished in numerous other editions. Beside discussing descriptive issues such as which nations tended to benefit more in a system of trade based on comparative advantage (Mill's answer: those with more elastic demands for other countries' goods), the ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY Francis Wayland No preview available - 2016. View all Â«. Common terms and phrases. Page 4 - The principles of Political Economy are so closely analogous to those of Moral Philosophy, that almost every question in the one, may be argued on grounds belonging to the other. Appears in 29 books from 1837-2008. Page 74 - and lift a ship of war like a bauble in the air.